TRANSITS/TRANSITS2 update

Don Stikvoort
on behalf of TERENA
TRANSITS course

Introductory course for CERT team members

Two exciting and full days

Mix of practice & learning

Share share SHARE

Diagram:
- Organisation
  - Legal
  - Operation
    - Advisories
  - Technical
CERTs help CERTs

*** quality tutors …

… for backpacker prices
The Secret?

All authors give copyright to TERENA

TERENA (not-for-profit) organises up to two courses per year

Tutors are volunteers

Local hosts and sponsors help; ENISA helps a lot!

TERENA also makes materials available: requiring quality, not money
Last course

Uppsala, March 2010
Next courses

Autumn 2010: Germany (?)

Spring 2011: Offers welcome!
TRANSITS2

Result of Trainers Meetings in Tallin and Hamburg

Advanced TRANSITS - for more experienced team members

Pilot run 5-7 October, Amsterdam @ TERENA (to be confirmed - but mark in your agenda ... )

Topics (tentative) :
Forensics

1 day

Jaap van Ginkel,
Peter Haag,
Adrian Leuenberger,
Netflow Analysis

1 day

Peter Haag et al.
Communication skills

Evening

Don Stikvoort
CERT Exercises

1 day

Mirek Maj et al.
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